


 Triple Layer Filtration

Noise confirming Pin

Special handling Loop

Leakage control

Economical & Reusable

Controls unfiltered flow

Follows N95 Fit moulding for tight seal around face

unlike surgical masks face masks can be reused upto 30 times

This is not a use and throw surgical mask oxypro is a fabrick mask

that absorbs pollution dust

Softknit fabric layer for moisture control and comfort

80gsm non woven layer for finer filtration

First level filtration for course particles

Ensures space for facial gestures

Ensures snug fit and comfort

Ensures handling adjusting of mask without touching mask

easy to open mask by cutting front for safe removal
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KNOW YOUR FACE PROTECT

Outer Layer

Protective Layer

Inner Layer

Over the ear loop

This helps in keeping yourself safe
from minute particles / droplets / dust

Reduces chances of 
contamination

Extra Layer for protection and provides comfort. 
This also helps in filtration

Extra Layer for protection and provides comfort. 
This also helps in filtration

Two Layer protection

washable

reusable

made of breathable fabrics



made of 180 gsm cotton fabrics. (2-Layered)

Reusable machine washable comfortable ear loops

larger coverage area.

will be shipped in 3-5 business days

free shipping proudly made in india

our fabric masks follow the government recommendations for facial coverings 

during day-to-day

activities. according to CDC and other global health leaders,

symptoms can be a mojor cause in spreading the disease wearing a cloth mask 

or macial covering helps in reducing the transmission of the disease

was these masks with regular soap of detergent (after every use) but dry them 

throughly and store in a cool dry place.

wash the mask after everyday use

the mask is for individual use only to prevent contamination do not share it with others

change the mask if there is difficulty in breathing

step 1 hold ear strings by your hands, face the concave side

step 2 pull the strings over your ears, cover your nose mouth and chin with the 

           mask properly

step 3 - adjust the mask to ensure a perfect fit

step 4 do not touch the outer surface of the mask while in use
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Precautions:

How to wear
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